MAC & TED
Synopsis
Episode 1: MAC Meets Ted
A cute little robot is flying in his spaceship, happily traveling around the universe.
His spaceship malfunctions, and crashes onto earth behind a house. In the house
lives Ted, Ted’s mother, father and little sister Cathy. The family is awakened by
the loud noise and runs out to see what has happened. They are surprised to see
that a spaceship has landed behind their house. Ted’s father is an engineer, and
fixes the robot, which was broken during the crash. The robot comes to life and its
many lights and knobs start to flash and beep. Ted’s father tells the family that the
robot is a Mechanically Animated Configuration, and so they call the robot “MAC”.
Episode 2: Picnic in the park
MAC and the whole family went for a picnic in the park . There MAC learn about
things and animals that they find in the park. MAC is happy with the knowledge he
gain. He and the family sings on the things they found.
Episode 3: Fun at the zoo
The family went to the zoo , there they meet with so many animals such as the
lion, monkeys , parrot , kangaroo , giraffe, zebra and elephants. MAC is excited to
learn so many things about the animals they found.
Episode 4: A broken vase
MAC, Ted and Cathy accidentally broke Moms’ favorite vase when they play in the
house. They plan to replace it with that same looking vase. They do odd jobs and
help a woman who get rob. They finally able to get enough money to buy mom a
new vase.
Episode 5: A visit to grandma
When they went to visit Ted’s’ grandma, MAC is puzzled why grandma looks so
old and different from the rest of them. Father explains that grandma is an old lady
and that’s how humans look when they are old. MAC learns so many things from
grandma and loves her so much.
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Episode 6: Fun at the market
Mac and the family went to the market where MAC sees so many things such as
vegetables, meats and fruits. MAC learns about food and how they are produce.
Episode 7: An evening walk
Dad asks them to come along for a walk up to a hill. There they meet with various
insects and animals such as the butterfly, millipedes and others. Mac is excited
with the insects they saw.
Episode 8: A day at the beach
Ted and Cathy are thrilled when Mum and Dad suggest they all take MAC to the
beach. They arrive at the beach, and MAC is awed by how big the sea is. Dad
explains that beneath the sea is a different kind of world, full of interesting
creatures both big and small.
Episode 9: Where is Mac
MAC, Ted and Cathy meet a new friend name Jimmy. They plan to build a kite but
in the process, Ted and Jim argue and this scared MAC. MAC goes away and
later Cathy and the others realized that MAC is gone. They look for MAC and ask
everyone they meet. At last they find MAC hiding under the bed in their home.
Episode 10: Look at the weather
MAC and TED are busy exploring Ted’s Mom’s garden on a sunny afternoon,
when suddenly it rains. Mac looks up in wonder to the sky, curious about the drops
of water falling from it. Ted, in the meanwhile hurriedly tried to get Mac to run for
cover. Together they hurry into the house. Ted explains that when it rains, people
walk around under umbrellas to protect themselves from getting wet or they put on
raincoats.
Episode 11: Why plants are important
DAD opens the front door of their house and MAC tentatively steps outside along
with TED, KATIE and MOM. Outside, the rain has just stopped and the sun is
shining again.
‘They all look at the flowers, plants and trees now looking fresh in the sun with
glints of rain drops still on them. Together they walk around their garden while Dad
explains that plants are very vital in the nature cycle. While animals not only need
plants for food but also as shelter. For instance, birds build their nests in tall trees
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for safety and bees have their hives hanging from tree branches.

Episode 12: Telephone fun
Dad tries to repair their telephone. MAC wonders what it is and its usage. Dads
explain how it functions to MAC. Mac, Ted and Cathy then play with cans and
string as toy phone. They have so much fun with the phone.
Episode 13: Paper and its uses
After lunch that day, DAD suggested that they, KATIE, TED, MAC and MOM, go
out for a walk in the park where there is a small pond with plenty of ducks. When
they arrive at the park, they feed the ducks at the pond. Mac, Ted and Katie enjoy
feeding the ducks. Dad then shows them just how fun old newspaper can be. They
start making paper boats and float some bits of stale bread on their paper boats.
After that, Dad shows them how to make paper aero planes. Dad explains the
importance of paper in humans’ life and how recycling can help prevent damage to
the forest.
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